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Abstract—Digital traces left by users of online social networking services, even after anonymization, are 

susceptible to privacy breaches. This is exacerbated by the increasing overlap in user-bases among various 

services. To alert fellow researchers in both the academia and the industry to the feasibility of such an 

attack, we propose an algorithm, Seed-and-Grow, to identify users from an anonymized social graph, 

based solely on graph structure. The algorithm first identifies a seed sub-graph, either planted by an 

attacker or divulged by a collusion of a small group of users, and then grows the seed larger based on the 

attacker’s existing knowledge of the users’ social relations. Our work identifies and relaxes implicit 

assumptions taken by previous works, eliminates arbitrary parameters, and improves identification 

effectiveness and accuracy. Simulations on real-world collected datasets verify our claim. 

 

Index Terms—social networks, anonymity, privacy, attack, graph. 

 

                 I.Introduction:
Internet-based social networking services are 

prevalent in modern societies: a lunch-time walk 

across a uni-versity campus in the United States 

provides enough evidence. As Alexa’s Top 500 

Global Sites statistics (re-trieved on May 2011) 

indicate, Facebook and Twitter, two popular online 

social networking services, rank at 2nd and 9th 

place, respectively. 
One characteristic of online social networking 

services is their emphasis on the users and their 

connections, in addition to the content as seen in 

traditional Inter-net services. Online social 

networking services, while providing convenience to 

users, accumulate a treasure of user-generated 

content and users’ social connections, which were 

only available to large telecommunication service 

providers and intelligence agencies a decade ago. 

Online social networking data, once published, 

are of great interest to a large audience: Sociologists 

can verify hypotheses on social structures and 

human behavior patterns; third-party application 

developers can produce value-added services such as 

games based on users’ contact lists; advertisers can 

more accurately infer a user’s demographic and 

preference profile and can thus issue targeted 

advertisements. As the December 2010 re-vision of 

Facebook’s Privacy Policy phrases it: ―We allow 

advertisers to choose the characteristics of users who 

will see their advertisements and we may use any of 

the non-personally identifiable attributes we have 

collected (including information you may have 

decided not to show to other users, such as your 

birth year or other sensitive personal information or 

preferences) to select the appropriate audience for 

those advertisements.‖ 

 

 
Fig. 1. Naive anonymization removes the ID, but 

retains the network structure. 

 

Due to the strong correlation to users’ social 

identity, privacy is a major concern in dealing with 

social network data in contexts such as storage, 

processing and pub-lishing. Privacy control, through 

which users can tune the visibility of their profile, is 

an essential feature in any major social networking 

service. 

 

A common practice in publishing social network 

is anonymization, i.e., removing plainly identifying 

labels such as names, social security numbers, postal 

or e-mail addresses, but retaining the network 

structure. Fig-ure 1 illustrates this process. 

Can the aforementioned ―naive‖ anonymization 

tech-nique achieve privacy preservation in the 

context of privacy-sensitive social network data 
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publishing? This interesting and important question 

was posed only re-cently [3]. A few privacy attacks 

have been proposed to circumvent the naive 

anonymization protection [2, 3]. Meanwhile, more 

sophisticated anonymization techniques have been 

proposed to provide better privacy protection [4, 5, 

6, 7, 8]. Nevertheless, research in this area is still in 

its infancy and a lot of work, both in attacks and 

defenses, remains to be done. 

 
II.System Design 

i.Existing System 

Digital traces left by users of online social 

networking services, even after anonymization, are 

susceptible to privacy breaches. This is exacerbated 

by the increasing overlap in user-bases among 

various services. To alert fellow researchers in both 

the academia and the industry to the feasibility of 

such an attack. 

 

Disadvantages of Existing System 

1. Although a trade-off between utility and 

privacy is necessary, it is hard, if not 

impossible, to find a proper balance overall. 

Besides, it is hard to prevent attackers from 

proactively collecting intelligence on the social 

network. 

2. It is especially relevant today as major 

online social networking services provide APIs 

to facilitate thirdparty application development. 

These programming interfaces  can be abused 

by a malicious party to gather information 

about the network. 
 

ii. Proposed System 

 

We propose an algorithm, Seed-and-Grow, to 

identify users from an anonymized social graph, 

based solely on graph structure. The algorithm first 

identifies a seed sub-graph, either planted by an 

attacker or divulged by a collusion of a small group 

of users, and then grows the seed larger based on the 

attacker’s existing knowledge of the users’ social 

relations. Our work identifies and relaxes implicit 

assumptions taken by previous works, eliminates 

arbitrary parameters, and improves identification 

effectiveness and accuracy. Simulations on real-

world collected datasets verify our claim. 

 

Advantages of Proposed System 
1. This algorithm automatically finds a good 

balance between identification 

effectiveness and accuracy. 

2. Although a trade-off between utility and 

privacy is necessary, it is hard, if not 

impossible, to find a proper balance overall. 

Besides, it is hard to prevent attackers   from 

proactively collecting intelligence on the social 

network. 

 

III.Implementation 

Implementation is the stage of the project when 

the theoretical design is turned out into a working 

system. Thus it can be considered to be the most 

critical stage in achieving a successful new system 

and in giving the user, confidence that the new 

system will work and be effective. 

The implementation stage involves careful 

planning, investigation of the existing system and 

it’s constraints on implementation, designing of 

methods to achieve changeover and evaluation of 

changeover methods. 

 

Module Description 

 

User Module : 

In this module, Users are having authentication 

and security to access the detail which is presented 

in the ontology system. Before accessing or 

searching the details user should have the account in 

that otherwise they should register first. 

 Initial Seed Size : 

 

Recent literature on interaction-based social graphs 

(e.g., the social graph in the motivating scenario) 

singles out the attacker’s interaction budget as the 

major limitation to attack effectiveness . The 

limitation translates to 1) the initial seed size and 2) 

the number of links between the fingerprint graph 

and the initial seed. Our seed algorithm resolves the 

latter issue by guaranteeing unambiguous 

identification of the initial seed, regardless of link 

numbers. As shown below, our grow algorithm 

resolves the former issue by working well with a 

small initial seed. 

 

 Grow Algoritham : 

At the core of the grow algorithm is a family of 

related metrics, collectively known as the 

dissimilarity between a pair of vertices from the 

target and the background graph, respectively. In 

order to enhance the identification accuracy and to 

reduce the computation complexity and the false-

positive rate, we introduce a greedy heuristic  with 

revisiting into the algorithm. It is natural to start with 

those vertices in GT which connect to the initial seed 

VS because they are more close to the certain 

information, i.e., the already identified vertices VS. 

For these vertices, their neighboring vertices can be 

divided into two groups. 

 Re-Visiting: 

The dissimilarity metric and the greedy search 

algorithm for optimal combination are heuristic in 

nature. At an early stage with only a few seeds, there 
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might be quite a few mapping candidates for a 

particular vertex in the background graph; we are 

very likely to pick a wrong mapping no matter 

which strategy is used in resolving the ambiguity. If 

left uncorrected, the incorrect mappings will 

propagate through the grow process and lead to 

large-scale mismatch. We address this problem by 

providing a way to reexamine previous mapping 

decisions, given new evidences in the grow 

algorithm; we call this revisiting. More concretely, 

for each iteration, we consider all vertices which 

have at least one seed neighbor, i.e., those pairs of 

vertices on which the dissimilarity metrics in are 

well-defined. We expect that the revisiting technique 

will increase the accuracy of the algorithm. The 

greedy heuristic with revisiting is summarized in 

Algorithm. 

 

SEED-AND-GROW: THE ATTACK 

 
This section describes an attack that identifies users 

from an anonymized social graph. Let an undirected 

graph GT = {VT , ET } represent the target social 

network after anonymization. We assume that the 

attacker has an undirected graph GB = {VB , EB } 

which models his background knowledge about the 

social relationships among a group of people, i.e., 

VB are labeled with the identities of these people. 

The motivating scenario demonstrates one way to 

obtain GB . 

The attack concerned here is to infer the identities of 

the vertices VT by considering structural similarity 

between the target graph GT and the background 

graph GB : Nodes that belong to the same users are 

assumed to have similar connections in GT and GB . 

Although sporadic connections between who would 

otherwise be strangers may exist in an online social 

network (and, thus, affect the similarity between GT 

and GB ), such links can be removed by, for 

example, quantifying the strength of these 

connections [13]; the residual network consists of 

the stable, strong connections that reflect the users’ 

real-world social relationships, which give rise to the 

similarity between GT and GB . Additionally, 

auxiliary knowledge about the target graph GT (such 

as the source and nature of the graph) may help in 

choosing a background graph GB with similar 

structures. 

 

Thus, the two graphs GT and GB are syntactically 

(the social connections) similar but semantically (the 

meaning associated with such connections) different. 

By re-identifying the vertices in GT with the help of 

GB , the attacker associates the sensitive semantics 

with users on the anonymized GT and, thus, 

compromise the privacy of such users. An example 

of sensitive semantics is the private chat sessions, 

and their associated timestamps, in the motivating 

scenario. 

          
Fig. 2. A randomly generated graph GF may be 

symmet-ric. 

 

We assume that, before the release of GT , the 

attacker obtains (either by creating or stealing) a 

few accounts and connects them with a few other 

users (the initial seeds) in GT . The feasibility of 

doing this is the basis of the Sybil identity forgery 

attack studied in numerous previous works [14, 15, 

16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22]. In-deed, experiments 

(Section 4) show that our algorithm is capable of 

identifying 10 times of anonymized users from as 

few as 5 initial seeds. Besides user IDs, the attacker 

knows nothing about the relationship between the 

initial seeds and other users in GT . Furthermore, 

unlike previous works, we do not assume that the 

attacker has complete control over the connections: 

the attack only knows them before GT ’s release. 

This is more realistic. An example is a 

confirmation-based social network, in which a 

connection is established only if the two parties 

confirm it: the attacker can decline but not impose 

a connection. 

The seed stage plants (by obtaining accounts and 

es-tablishing relationships) a small specially 

designed sub-graph GF = {VF , EF } ⊆ GT (GF reads 

as ―fingerprint‖) into GT before its release. After 

the anonymized graph is released, the attacker 

locates GF in GT . The neighboring vertices VS of 

GF in GT are readily identified and serve as the 

initial seeds to be grown. 

 

The grow stage is essentially comprised of a 

structure-based vertex matching, which further 

identifies vertices adjacent to the initial seeds VS . 

This is a self-reinforcing process, in which the 

seeds grow larger as more vertices are identified. 

 

IV.Conclusion 

We propose an algorithm, Seed-and-Grow, to 

identify users from an anonymized social graph. Our 

algorithm exploits the increasing overlapping user-

bases among services and is based solely on social 

graph structure. The algorithm first identifies a seed 

sub-graph, either planted by an attacker or divulged 

by collusion of a small group of users, and then 

grows the seed larger based on the attacker’s 

existing knowledge of the users’ social relations. We 

identify and relax implicit assump-tions for 
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unambiguous seed identification taken by pre-vious 

works, eliminate arbitrary parameters in grow 

algorithm, and demonstrate the superior performance 

over previous works in terms of identification 

effective-ness and accuracy by simulations on real-

world-collected social-network datasets. 
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